
a new philosophy in hospitality



unique and unforgettable experiences take you off the beaten track in 
italy, to a world where time is on your side and culture is on your doorstep. 
drawn together by common threads of authenticity, exclusivity and 
genuine hospitality. a fresh approach to traveling and to inspiring your 
curiosity for culture, tradition, creativity, and enjoyment.



our philosophy

KEYPOINTS

we want to share flavors that have 
been forgotten.
that are born of our land. 
that are hidden in our sea.
that derive from the ancient wisdom 
of our ancestors.
from the knowledge and beauty that 
italy has given us.

_ private retreats
_ the entire lodges for one client experience
_ feeling at home away from home
_ not only services but unique experiences
_ all followed and managed by the owners



...and everything started in 2010



a private heaven to live the mountain spirit



“A World away from the World”
Condé Nast Traveler



the property





FEELING AT HOME





RELAXING





When the night 
comes





priceless experiences as ingredients to reach the highest expectation of luxury 





food & DRINKS 
comes from its 

authenticity





Chopping wood



Milking goats



 Mushrooms 
hunting



Playing golf 
at the most 
”vertical” golf 
course in the 
world



living inside history is a privilege. a unique sensation.



“Halfway to Heaven”
Financial Times

Piazza Navona



THE PROPERTY





FOYER





PIANO room





studio





via dell’anima
DRESSING room





MUSIC BEDROOM
BATHroom





MUSIC
BEDROOM





library





lounge bar - tv





dining room





pope’s bedroom



pope’s bedroom 
BATHROOM















sailing beyond ordinary horizons



“You can see Italy as it used to be”
The Times - Luxx Report



THE CATAMARAN





Discovering 
the spaces





Good wine and 
culinary pleasure





When the night 
comes





BE ACTIVE





DISCOVER
THE LAND





the colors of the world are reflected in us.
some people know how to cherish them.

we welcome them with you.



...we look forward to welcoming you!

info@sanlorenzolodges.com www.sanlorenzolodges.com

Stefano & Giorgia


